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of the 12 tribes of 72 men and he gave them a great banquet and he asked them how to run

his kin.on' and they gave him answers which showed they were the wisest merhat he had ever

seen and after that he put these 72 men in 72 rooms separately and then they came out after

while areein word for word in their translatio is--that is the I and that is the story in

flip letter which has mythical elements there but that is here the name comes from that story.

The fact of the matter is that the translation of the LXX which has been made is a very very

literal translation from the Feb. though I am not sure it is a good translation. ILT. of

someone mentiong Aristotle or rant and some German writer and put their work into English wora.

for word, but that might not give you any idea as to what the original means--if you o a job

in translation you have to pet the ideas in their language and you can't do it word, for word.

If I said. a mn in Germany said to me "Pretty-please" you would wonder what he was talking

about. If I say a man did something for me and I said "Thank-you, and then he said. Fretty_

please you certainly would think that he was cr.zy yet that is the regutar German expression.

In English we just say you are welcome. A German came over here and someone wo"ld say Thank-you

to him and he would say please and so he decided he wasn't saying the right thing since everyone

would look cnegtioningly at him so one day he was in Chicago and went to the park and there

asked a man somethinp and he said. "You bet your usweet life" and naturally he waretty

puzheled over this answer to this question of "Thank you"--Some people in America will say,

Dontt mention it" but in Germaxso-'eone t'ere read the statement and didn't remember it quite

exactly but she knew that we didn't say "Pretty pase" so when I said thankyou she told met

not to say anything about it--a literal translation is not necessarily a good translation.

That is only true in the Pentateuch but after that there is much left out such as a * of Jer.

and they leave out every thing that seemed unnecassary to them and in other parts the translator

would put in an extra sentence or tvi so the reader would surely get the meanin-In Job it

seems that three writers did the work there and thus we have abundant evidence that the Pent.

was made as one translation in one cortsient plan while the other books are not. It is the

view of scholars today that the Pent1 was translated at the time of Ptoleny Philadelhus but

the other books were made at different times by different men and. there is no uniform plan

at all --the Hebrew was the Bible but the Greek was just a little help. These early Christians

just converted just asked for these rolls who didn't know anything about the Hebrew so the Jews

weren't particular what they gave them but eventually how they came in book form we just don't
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